=bj=ps0=ale100==20==Host Doctor_Mruil says:
=Star Trek: Apache - Episode #8
Week # 1
Mission: "Quiet Moments"
=20
=Host Doctor_Mruil says:
==The USS Apache has been given into the control of her senior staff, who =are at present returning the ship to Starbase 366 to stand down for decommissioning. At this time, only department heads, their immediate =assistants, and command staff are aboard the vessel.
==20
=Host Doctor_Mruil says:
=All of them have received their reassignments at this time, =and these are to take effect on Stardate 10007.28. All other crew have been offloaded for new assignment at Starbase 275 =on Stardate 10007.14.
=20
=Host Doctor_Mruil says:
=The senior crew of the Apache has been distributed wherever =Fleet Personnel has determined their best use will be. Starbase 366 =awaits the Apache's imminent arrival and decommissioning...
=20
=Host Doctor_Mruil says:
=<<<<<<<<<< Begin Mission Week 1 >>>>>>>>>>
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: in Jeffries Tube 12 Section 3 tearing out roasted power conduits ::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=:: On bridge running a Level Four diagnostics on ships sensors::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::in starboard nacelle Jeffries tube shunting power conduits and =deflector grid circuits::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::working on the torpedo tube trying to align the maglev::
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::in counselor’s office::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=:;on the bridge helping Storal with the sensors::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::averting power to scans for CSO with a little jump in his step::  CSO: = How is it coming, sir?
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::finishes last circuit and retreats back to the secondary hull =section:: =20
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::leaves her quarters and walks through the empty corridors =of deck 2::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: puts his foot against the wall and rips out the toasted conduit from =the Juncture ::
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::leaves offices for the bridge:: ::enters TL:: TL: Bridge
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::in Main Science bay, working on a deflector replacement::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=OPS: We have fully operational Short Range sensors and we should have 90 =to 95% operational Long Range Sensors.
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=::finishes what she was doing and goes back to her chair....tapping at =the armrest console for current reports::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::in quarters getting ready for shift::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::hurries and re-aligns and bolts down the repulsor and heads over to =repair the hatch::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=*CEO*:  Mister Asadourian, The starboard nacelle deflectors are ready =for diagnostic power testing as well as the port.  Let me know the =results.  Turnbull out.
=20
=Host Doctor_Mruil says:
=ACTION: A pair of small vessels is picked up on short-range =sensors ... federation registries.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: nods with satisfaction as he carefully places a new conduit into the =wall ::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=CSO:  Good...  ::glances back at FCO console amazed::  All:  Twenty =minutes until we reach SB 366...
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::rubs the back of her neck as she walks, trying to relax::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::looks at the time and hurries out of the torpedo bay and heads for the =bridge::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::calls up a schematic to make sure he hasn't missed any relays -- he =hasn't.::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=XO: Ma'am we have picked up two ships of federation registries on =short-range sensors.
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::walks out of her quarters and heads to Sickbay a little early::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=All:  Should I hail them?  ::smiles::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::takes off the EVA suit and shoves it back into the locker::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=CSO: Thank you Comdr....that must be Dr. Mruil....
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::runs to the bridge::
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::enters bridge::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=*CEO*: what's our overall repair status, Toros::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=Computer: What is the current location of  Lt JG Naegle?
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=XO: They seem to be long-range runabouts. Why would the Doctor meet us =here?
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::looks around at all the faces, noticing how tired they all look::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: carefully handling the sonic hammer he bolts the new panel back onto =the conduit.  Then tapping his comm badge :: *FCO*: Repairs are proceeding as expected Commander, I don't know what =to tell you.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=:: Cracks his neck::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=CSO: You have a point there....OPS: Open hailing frequencies
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=XO:  Sir, frequencies open... go ahead, sir... ::smiles::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=<Computer> CO: Lt JG Naegle is in TL 3 en route to deck 9.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::dusts himself off and heads for a TL::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::brings up specs for a deflector dish on his console::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=COM:  Runabout: This is the USS Apache...please identify yourself....
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::enters TL::  TL:  Deck two.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::nods and walks to the nearest TL... enters as the doors =slide open:: TL: Deck 9, sickbay.
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::exits turbolift and enters Sickbay.::
=20
=Host Doctor_Mruil says:
=@COM: Apache: Apache, this is the Federation runabout USS =Styx, Lieutenant Chiron piloting.  The USS Tiber is here to assist with Doctor Mruil's experiments. We're carrying =most of his scientific instruments.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::exits TL and sprints to his quarters to change for duty::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::goes to her office and sits down at her desk::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=20:: puts his tools back into their cases and closes the kit :: *FCO*: =Sensors are at 80 to 90% Efficiency.  Short Range Sensors are at 100% =Capability, and Long Range Sensors at 95 Percent Capability.  Weapons =are at minimal … very minimal, at=20about fifty percent.=20
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::exits the TL onto deck 9 and walks the short distance to =sickbay... enters and looks for Janet:: CMO:  Good morning, Dr.
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=COM: Styx: Acknowledged ... we are currently enroute to meet up with the =Dr. Mruil now...
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=*CEO*:  My compliments, Lieutenant.  We've come a LONG way in a short =time.  ::enters quarters and changes quickly::
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::walks over to the Science station:: CSO: How are you today?
=20
=Host Doctor_Mruil says:
=@COM: Apache: Understood, Apache. We'll be on final =approach shortly ... the Doctor and his staff are waiting for your =arrival at Starbase 366.
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::looks up as the Captain enters, stands:: CO:  Good morning, Captain!  =How are you feeling today?
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: crawls out of the Jeffries tube :: *FCO*:  You could say that, yes =you could.=20
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=::looks over at the CNS:: CNS: Hello Lt. I’m doing well. How are =you.
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=*CEO*: Sir, is it possible to replicate some subspace field coils for =the deflector dish?
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=COM: Styx: Acknowledged Lieutenant, see you there...Apache out.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CMO:  Restless, I would say is the best way to describe how =I feel.  How are you holding up?
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::exits quarters and enters TL::  TL:  Bridge.  *CEO*:  My compliments =to Engineering, and to the rest of the repair teams!  We did what we set =out to do.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=XO: And so it begins eh, ma'am
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: coughs and nearly spits out his lung :: *SO*: I beg your :: Coughs :: =Pardon??
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::closes comm::  All:  We are approximately eight minutes out of SB 366 =and closing...
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::rushes into the bridge::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=*FCO*: Thank you sir, we should all be patting ourselves on the back, it =wasn't only Engineering. :: walks to a TL and finds himself extremely =dirty :: TL: Bridge.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CMO:  And what of the rest of the crew?  Do you have any =concerns to report?
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::smiles:: CSO: Fine thank you. Not long now till we arrive at the =starbase is it?
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=:: looks at CTO:: In a rush Max?
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::walks confidently onto the bridge::  XO:  Sir, I can report that the =vessel is space worthy, thanks to all the crew.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=CSO: Sir, uh figure I was needed on the bridge.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=CNS: No not long at all, we will be arriving shortly.
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=*CEO*: Well, I'm reading here that that's a main part of a deflector. If =you want a replacement, I think we'll need one.
=20
=Host Doctor_Mruil says:
=@COM: Apache_OPS: This is the USS Styx on final approach =requesting clearance for your main shuttlebay ....
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::takes the Helm::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=*CEO*:  Indeed.  Keep me posted on your progress.  We are nearing the =Starbase.  Turnbull out.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=:: Chuckles:: CTO: Well take your station then :: smiles::
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=CSO: Have you ever heard of Dr Mruil?
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::smiles:: CO:  I'm doing fine.  I've gotten sufficient sleep.  I'm =worried about the crew working these shifts though.  They seem to be =holding up.  Now, how about you and the little one?
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=*SO*: I don't believe we are able to replicate subspace field coils … =at least not with the Apache's current level of resources. :: nods at =the Commander's comm ::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::checks the ETA::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::opens doors wide::  COM:  Styx:  Affirmative... you are cleared to =enter the shuttlebay...
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=::grins and almost sighs in relief:: FCO: That's great news =Commander...you've done well....inform the captain....
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: exits the TL and walks onto the Bridge :: All: Good Evening =everybody.  How goes the duty cycle? :: goes over to the Engineering bay =and activates the displays ::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=*CEO*: All right. Thank you, sir.
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=XO:  Are we to greet them in person, sir?  ::smiles::
=20
=Host Doctor_Mruil says:
=@COM: Apache_OPS: Roger ... final approach now.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=XO:  Aye, sir … with pleasure.  ::smiles and steps further up deck::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::gets a tricorder to check out the captain::
=20
=Host Doctor_Mruil says:
=ACTION: The USS Styx and USS Tiber land in the main shuttle =bay, which has been cleared of debris by the crews at SB 275.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=CNS: He’s somewhat of a recluse, but a brilliant mind. I’=ve read a few of his reports and findings... truly fascinating.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CMO: The little one is quite healthy, judging from its =kicking.   Myself, I've reached a stage where I'm lucky to get 4 hours =sleep in a row, many times that’=20s about all for the night.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=*CO*:  Captain, I am pleased to report the ship is in space worthy =condition thanks to the efforts of the crew.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: shrugs and gets to running a diagnostic and powering up the new =conduit he installed ::=20
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=*FCO* Excellent news, Commander.  That report is music to =my ears.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=XO:  Where would I be of best use at the moment?  I have rested and am =prepared for duty.
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=All:  We are approaching SB 366... ETA three minutes...
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=XO: Approaching SB366
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=*CO*:  As to all of ours, I suspect.  Turnbull out.  ~~~~CO: We did =it!~~~~
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::looks concerned:: CO:  Well, you're doing fine right now.  You're at =28 weeks, as you know.  So you've only got 12 more weeks of this to go.  =Try to get as much rest as you can.
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=CSO: A recluse really, well he'll have plenty of privacy on the Apache. =:; thinks about all the crew left at starbase 275::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: looks to OPS and taps his comm badge whispering :: *OPS*: Who is at =Tactical?
=20
=Host Doctor_Mruil says:
=ACTION: Apache moves into final approach for the SB =entering transporter range.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=CNS: I can’t wait to see what he has planned. :: smiles::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=FCO: Funny you should ask that Commander....Dr. Mruil's team has just =docked in our shuttlebay...you may want to go and see if they need any =help unloading equipment...
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=~~~~ FCO: Yes, T'H'yla, we did.... The crew did a =remarkable job ~~~~
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=CSO: I don't know very much about this quantum fissure torpedo. =::smiles:: Perhaps you could enlighten me?
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::releases helm control from his tactical console::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=XO:  On my way.  ::spins and heads for the TL::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=CTO:  Sir, may our Engineer take your normal post, sir?  ::walks back to =OPS console::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::looks at CEO:: CEO: Do not push the Big Red Button!!
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::enters TL::  TL:  Main Shuttle Bay.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=CNS: You didn’t read the tactical brief ... shame on you. =::chuckles::
=20
=Host Doctor_Mruil says:
=ACTION: SB 366 signals they are ready to beam over the =doctor and his staff.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CMO: 12 weeks  ::sighs:: right now that sounds like =forever.  ::laughs:: I'll try to rest, but no promises.  ::smiles::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: goes to the tactical console and brings it up to speed and smiles at =the CTO glancing at him :: CTO: Which one? This big one ... right here =... saying self-destruct?
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::smirks at the CEO:: Self: Smart ass...
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=CSO: I don't believe I received it ::smiles:: Besides I probably =wouldn't of understood it .
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=XO:  Sir, shall I request docking?
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::exits the TL and walks the short corridor to enter the Main Shuttle =Bay::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: tries to remember if he worked at all on the shield's and weapon's =systems ::=20
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=OPS: Is the Doctor ready to beam aboard?
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: activates the short-range tactical sensors and scans the station =intently ::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::finishes up scan and smiles back:: CO:  I understand, Captain.  I know =you've got a lot on your mind right now.  If Counselor MacKenzie or I =can be of any help, let us know.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=CNS: That’s right I’m sorry here let me bring it up for =you:: brings up the Tactical information on the torpedo::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::thinks of how the Doctor would likely beam aboard and heads for the =main TR::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=XO:  Asking now... COMM:  SB366:  Is doctor Mruil ready to beam aboard, =sirs?
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::enters TR1::
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=CSO: Thank you ::smiles:: It may take more than one explanation though.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=CNS: I'll try to answer any questions :: smiles::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::waits in silence for Dr. Mruil to arrive::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::thinks somebody beam the doctor over before something bad happens::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CMO:  There is one thing...  Do you have any suggestions to =help reduce the insomnia?
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=*SO*: Clear a workspace for Doctor Mruil in Main Science.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: bobs his head working the tactical console.
=20
=Host Doctor_Mruil says:
=ACTION: Doctor Mruil materializes on the transporter PADD, =his head stuck in a PADD he is reading intently.
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::smiles::  CEO:  ::whispers::  Having fun, sir?
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::smiles:: CSO: Just remember to keep it simple. So this is it :: looks =at the display::
=20
=Host Doctor_Mruil says:
=ACTION: Suddenly the Com system comes alive .. the sounds =of a very rotund woman singing Earth Opera are piped throughout the =ship.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=DOC:  Greetings, Doctor Mruil.  I am Commander Turnbull, Second officer =of the USS Apache.  We are at your disposal.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: taps at the display and hits the play button for the currently paused =musical selection :: OPS: Absolutely!
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::checks the position for the ship to the SB::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::thinks for a moment:: CO:  Non-pharmaceutical remedies?  Have you =tried warm milk?
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=:: chuckles:: CNS: you mean like the grass is green...Sky is blue. Yes =there she is
=20
=Host Doctor_Mruil says:
=::looks up in surprise:: FCO: What's this? ::listens to the =opera:: FCO: Toscanini?
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::looks around oddly::  All:  What in the name of...
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=*CSO*: Yes, sir. ::looks at all the pile of PADD’s all around::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=:: Cringes:: All: What is that?
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=::looks up and around:: Self: What the....?
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=DOC:  I believe so … a rotund aria.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: looks at the Commander eyeballing her smiling and bursting out =laughing ::
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::cringes:: CSO: Not exactly my taste in music
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=::looks at the CEO...not amused:: CEO: Is this your doing Lieutenant?
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=CNS: Mine either
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::sits at the helm::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=DOC:  If you will follow me, Doctor, I will take you to the main Shuttle =bay where your equipment has arrived. =20
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::hears the Opera and shakes her head:: CMO:  I've tried it =once, but didn't find it relaxing.  I'll keep trying it.
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::sighs and piles up the PADD’s in a corner::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: balls over laughing and slamming his fist on the console several =times ::
=20
=Host Doctor_Mruil says:
=::looks at the FCO blankly unable to hear him over the =music:: FCO: What's that?
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=CEO: Do you mind fixing that computer bug. :: smiles::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::looks at CEO::  CEO:  Sir, are you having another seizure?  ::evil =grin::  Come on...  get up...
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: stops laughing for a moment to look up and shout out :: Computer: =Shut down the comm system.
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=::turns away from the CEO ignoring him:: CSO: Any idea on where that is =coming from?
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::begins working on console trying to stop the dreadful music::
=20
=Host Doctor_Mruil says:
=ACTION: At Toros command the music ceases ...
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=*OPS* Do what you can to stop that music, the volume is =overwhelming!
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::cringes at the opera:: CO:  Or try decaffeinated flavored coffee, I =sometimes drink French Vanilla, or Swiss Mocha.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::motions to the Doctor to follow him and taps his comm badge::  *CEO*:  =Could you kill that music ASAP?
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=CSO: Can't they turn it down? ::puts hands over her ears as the music =seems to penetrate her eardrums::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: shakes his head :: XO: Commander Linard, I was not the one that did =that. =20
=20
=Host Doctor_Mruil says:
=::follows behind the Commander looking around curiously:: =FCO: So this is the Apache ...
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=XO: No ma'am. Probably in one of the comm relays.
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=*CO*:  Yes, sir... I am already working on it, sir...
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::grr ... opera::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=DOC:  Ah.  Apologies.  Welcome aboard the Apache, Doctor.  If there is =any way we may be of service during your stay, please let me know and I =will see to it.
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=CSO: Very well then...see if you can't find the source and prevent it =from happening again......I'm not one for Opera...it depresses me.....
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::nods and smiles::  CMO:  I'll do that.  ::feels relieved =when the music stops::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: enters the TL smiling widely :: TL: Deck 13.
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=CEO: I see that now Lieutenant ... my apologies. ::nods briefly:: ...as =you were.
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=CEO:  Any ideas on how to stop this?  ::still working::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::puts the ship in a high orbit around the SB::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=XO: I agree  :: begins to try and fix the  Comm problem::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=TL: Computer Halt turbolift, Return me to the bridge.
=20
=Host Doctor_Mruil says:
=::smiles at the Commander:: FCO: Well ... since you're =offering ... I'd love to meet Commander Kylorean! I understand he’=s had some first hand experience dealing with these torpedoes? His duty =logs were quite fascinating on the subject.=20
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::turns to see TL door shut and sighs:: Self:  Okay... ::still trying to =turn it off::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::sighs when music stops, and smiles:: CO:  Is there anything else I can =help you with, Captain?
=20
=Host Doctor_Mruil says:
=<SB_OPS> COM: Apache: Apache, when you are ready, we are =prepared to transport over the first batch of Quantum Fissure =torpedoes...
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: enters the bridge again and runs to the Engineering console running a =level Four Diagnostic on the Comm system :: OPS: Of Course, Of Course, =It's off.  XO: It's all right.
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::clears up several consoles::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=XO:  They are ready to transfer the torpedoes... ready, sir?
=20
=Host Doctor_Mruil says:
=FCO: ... and an Eluvian Ale would be wonderful!
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::hears the message from the SB:: Self: Quantum Fissure Torpedoes??
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CMO:  No, I think that's everything.  If anything comes up, =I'll let you know.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=XO: I believe I have the relay fixed.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=DOC:  Indeed, Doctor.  Please follow me, and I will take you to the =bridge where he is currently on duty.  The Eluvian Ale can also be =arranged after we get you settled.  Please follow me.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::leads the Doctor to the TL::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: restores the Comm system with a few modifications crossing his =fingers ::=20
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::smiles at the captain:: CO:  Okay, Captain.  You do that.  My door is =always open to you.
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=COM: SB: Acknowledged...::looks to OPS:: begin transport...
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::relieved that noise has stopped::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=XO:  Affirmative... ::transports the torpedoes to predetermined =positions on the ship::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::enters TL with Doctor::  TL:  Bridge.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CMO:  Thank you, Doctor.  ::slips down from the bio-bed and =exits sickbay::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=*FCO*: Commander ... the torpedoes have arrived on board.
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=:;shakes her head ears still ringing:: CSO: I'm glad that's over.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=XO: The Comm system is still down, Commander.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=CNS: Its just begun Cal  :: laughs::
=20
=Host Doctor_Mruil says:
=ACTION: Coms are repaired.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=*Ship Wide Comm*: We apologize for any inconvenience this might have =incurred, but due to a communications system failure there was a =momentary lapse of internal Communication.  Please excuse the inconvenience and =enjoy the rest of your night.
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::watches the captain exit and goes back to her desk to prepare the =report on the captain's pregnancy::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: taps at his console :: XO: Correction, Com's are up.
=20
=Host Doctor_Mruil says:
=::nods at the Commander and follows him lagging behind =slightly trying to look at everything as he goes::
=20
=Host Doctor_Mruil says:
=ACTION: The first batch of Quantum Fissure torpedoes is =beamed into the Torpedo loading rooms.  The second batch materializes in =torpedo storage.
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=::smiles at the CEO:: CEO: Thank you, Lieutenant.....*FCO*: We have just =beamed aboard the torpedoes.....they are ready when the doctor and his =team are....
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=*XO*:  Understood.  I will be on the bridge momentarily.
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::what a mess:: ::laughs softly::  CSO: If this is the beginning, should =I worry about the rest?
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::walks down the corridor and presses the controls, waiting =for the TL to arrive::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=*FCO*: Acknowledged....Linard out..
=20
=Host Doctor_Mruil says:
=::perks up:: FCO: Oh? My babies are here?
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::enters the TL:: Bridge.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: nods and reviews the tactical consoles again walking back to them and =the new stock of torpedoes :: CTO: Perhaps you should take a look at =this, I'm not an expert tactician.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=CNS: Yes you should worry. :: shrugs::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=Aloud: Captain on deck!
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: looks over and sees the Captain snapping to attention ::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::stands at attention and smiles at the captain::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::is at attention::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::exits onto the bridge with Dr. Mruil::  DOC:  Indeed they are, Doctor. = ALL:  May I introduce Dr. Mruil to you all?
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: coughs tilting his head pointing at the Captain standing at attention =::
=20
=Host Doctor_Mruil says:
=::gives everyone a small wave and pushes his horn-rimmed =glasses back up the slope of his El Aurian nose::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::receives the coordinates for the test range and plots it in::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::walks onto the Bridge:: All: As you were.
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=CTO:  Sir, all equipment and personnel on board... ready to head for =test range...
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::nods to Dr Mruil::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:; returns to the Tactical console :: CTO: You are going to WANT to take =a look at this Lieutenant.
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::finishes up report on captain's pregnancy and sends it off to =Starfleet Medical::
=20
=Host Doctor_Mruil says:
=::homes in on the blue shirts and grins broadly walking =over the deck towards them extending his hand::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=DOC:  This is Our Executive Officer Commander Linard...and our =Commanding Officer, Captain Tyler-Turnbull.
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=CTO: Set a course for the Jardo system...
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=CEO: Yeah...
=20
=Host Doctor_Mruil says:
=::turns and looks at the FCO:: FCO: yes, yes ... ::ignores =the XO and CO:: CSO: You must be Commander Kylorean! It's an HONOR to =meet you!
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=DOC:  and this is Lt. Cmdr Storal, sir.
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=::turns and greets the Doctor with her usual warm friendly smile::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=XO: aye, aye, course laid in sir
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::transfers the info from tact to helm::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=:: smiles and is at a loss for words:: Doc: The honor is all mine...Sir
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::looks at it::
=20
=Host Doctor_Mruil says:
=::chuckles as he shakes the Commanders hand:: CSO: ... I'd =know those nose ridges anywhere!
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: looks to the 2nd Officer ::=20
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::smiles to himself::  CSO:  I believe you and the good doctor have much =to discuss.  Why don't you show the doctor his quarters on Deck 6 and =then to his equipment, Mister Storal?
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::smiles as the Doctor heads straight for Kylorean::  FCO:  =He looks to be in his element now.  ::whispers::
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::steps aside as Doctor Mruil greets CSO::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::goes out to the main sickbay and runs diagnostics on the bio-beds::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CSO:  And see if we have any...Eluvian ale, was it doctor?
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=FCO: Aye Sir  Doc: Sir if you will follow me?
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CEO:  ::shrugs and grins::
=20
=Host Doctor_Mruil says:
==20::smiles at the FCO:: FCO: Yes, yes ... ::turns to Storal:: CSO: =Commander Kylorean ... ::snakes his arm into Storal's:: ... I'm very =curious about your theories on the effects of transwarp=20fields on the space frame of the new Nova class vessels. It's something =I've been toying with.
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=::eyes the doctor curiously wondering why he's so taken with the CSO::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::carefully takes her place on the bridge::  XO:  Have the =new torpedoes been loaded?
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=FCO: Aye, aye
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: smiles and continues tapping away at the tactical console ::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::looks impressed at some of the details::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CO:  ::whispers::  Indeed, sir. ::grins::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=CO: Aye Sir... they have arrived and we are currently enroute to the =Jardo system
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::walks over to Flight Control::  CTO:  I'll take it if you want, Max.
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::laughs softly as the CSO and Dr Mruil walk off arm in arm::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=:: walks the Doctor into the TL:: Computer: Deck 6.  Doc: I haven’=t looked that much into it I am afraid.
=20
=Host Doctor_Mruil says:
=ACTION: The CSO and Doctor Mruil disappear into a turbolift =in a cloud of scientific discussion::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=XO:  Good... good.  Thank you, Commander.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=XO: It will take us two days to reach the system at present speed.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: goes to the engineering bay on the bridge and watches the engines =closely :: CTO: What speed are we going at?
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=*SO*: Is the workstation ready.
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=CTO: Thank you Mr. Lu...
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=CEO: warp 4.
=20
=Host Doctor_Mruil says:
=::smiles at Storal:: CSO: Well, Commander ... I think you=20might enjoy looking into it.  It's really quite fascinating. ::pauses:: =What have you been working on lately here on the Apache, if I might ask?
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=FCO: thank you sir..
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CEO:  Lieutenant, think you can do something about decreasing that =estimate?  I think we have navigational deflectors back online...  =::grins::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::stands up and walks over to tact::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=FCO: she's all yours.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: thinks for a moment :: CTO: That may be too stressful for the =engines, Keep an eye on the plasma temperature.  FCO:  We do?=20
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::notices the Counselor on the bridge:: CNS:  Counselor, do =you have a moment?
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CTO:  Ever think about taking up flight control, Max?  ::grins::
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::smiles:: CO: Yes Sir. How are you today?
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: furrows his brow in thought as he scans the ship's systems ::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=::is concerned with the doctor's intent interest in Storal::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=::waves it off for the moment::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=FCO: Maybe something a little smaller, say a Spectre...
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=Doc: Well sir I've been tinkering into many things. But I have been =really spending most of my time researching Dilithium, and various =mining techniques
=20
=Host Doctor_Mruil says:
=ACTION: Apache begins to make its way towards the Jardo =System at best speed.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CEO:  Since I completed repairs in the Starboard Nacelle about 30 =minutes ago and communicated with you...=20
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=Doc: trying to make it more efficient and safer.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::self: crap I still need to repair tube 2's hatch::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CTO:  Nice ship.  We should go cruising one of these days.  ::takes his =seat at Flight::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::watches as S'Toran takes his place on the bridge:: CNS:  I'm alright... If =you don't mind, I would like to speak with you for a moment in my ready =room.  ::stands and waits for the counselor to join her::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=FCO: Well congratulations, you've got it operational.  However I still =don't recommend going any faster, Navigational Deflectors are not the =only items slowing us down.
=20
=Host Doctor_Mruil says:
=CSO: What? The Ship?  Why? I hear she's to be =decommissioned ... in fact my research laboratory has already put a requisition into Starfleet that several sections of her =hull be put aside for use.
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::walks to the Captain's ready room:: CO: Of course Captain. ::smiles::
=20
=Host Doctor_Mruil says:
=::checks his PADD and smiles broadly:: CSO: ... not to =mention her shield grid.  All the exposure to the Breen torpedoes, you =see.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CEO:  Good point. However, have you noticed we have a bit more time for =...R&R?  that would be re-wiring and repair...
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::walks with her, enters the ready room:: CNS:  Please be =seated.  I just wanted to ask you about your evaluation of the =crew’=20s mental state.  I know this week has been difficult for everyone.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=Doc: I’m afraid so, Sir.  Surely the residual effects would be =difficult to detect. It’s been some time since our exposure to =the torpedo.
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=Computer:  Computer, locate Counselor MacKenzie.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: sighs and bats his eyelids closed very slowly and tiredly :: FCO: We =are not miracle workers Commander, For the past two weeks we have been =working and getting this ship to what it is.
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=<Computer>  CMO: Counselor MacKenzie is in the Captain's Ready Room.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: opens his eyelids and gazes into the 2nd's eyes.
=20
=Host Doctor_Mruil says:
==20::beams at his fellow scientist:: CSO: Yes! But on the quantum level =it's only been a few moments... ::steps out of the turbolift as it =arrives on deck 6:: CSO: I'm very excited to be here ... where it all =happened.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::sits at his console figuring out what Toros was doing::
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::sits down:: CO: This past week has been very difficult for everyone. I =do believe the crew has held up very well although I do have some =concerns.
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=::busies herself with repair reports for the moment::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CEO:  Indeed, Toros.  Actually, I am wondering if you need some rest.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::Brings up the QFT plans and brings up the modifications he had done =for the micro torps::
=20
=Lt_Chiron says:
=::steps onto the bridge and looks around::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=Doc: Well we are excited to have you here Sir.  I would love to see the =data that you have acquired So far. :: smiles::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: breaths deeply :: FCO: I say not only I need rest.  Perhaps we all =do.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CNS:  What  concerns are these?
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::nods to the Shuttle FCO::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=::knows they are in the same kind of conference that she and the captain =had earlier::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CEO:  Indeed.  why don't you take some time after this shift?  You look =like you could use it.
=20
=Lt_Chiron says:
=::nods back at the FCO and walks his way:: FCO: Commander, I need =someone to sign this ... ::passes a PADD his way::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=*CNS*  Naegle to MacKenzie, Counselor, when you have a moment, may I see =you in Sickbay?
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=::sees Chiron enter and smiles:: Chiron: Hello...You are with Dr. =Mruil's team I presume?
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=Chiron:  Indeed.  What is it?  ::takes PADD and reads it::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: hears the TL doors hiss closed and looks over to Lt. Chiron then back =to the Commander :: FCO: I have lots of R & R.
=20
=Lt_Chiron says:
=::looks down at the FCO curiously::
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=20::smiles:: CO: This past week we have all put in long hours trying to =save the Apache. Now with this mission we will again be putting in some =very long hours, I'm not sure how much more the crew can take.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=:; arrives at the Doctor's quarters:: Doc: Here we are Sir. If you like =we can get started immediately.
=20
=Lt_Chiron says:
=FCO: It's turns the runabouts and their contents over to the Apache ... =officially. ::leans back against a panel and waits::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=Chiron: Lieutenant, The Apache is being scrapped.
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=CO: excuse me Captain *CMO* Of course Doctor as soon as I am free, I'll =be there.
=20
=Host Doctor_Mruil says:
=::nods vehemently at Storal:: CSO: Commander Kylorean ... =please.  I have little use for quarters when I am on assignment like =this.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::signs with a flourish and hands the PADD back::  Chiron:  You staying =with the shuttle, lieutenant?
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=:listens intently::
=20
=CMO_Naegle says:
=*CNS* Understood, Naegle out.
=20
=Lt_Chiron says:
=::looks at the CEO ... coughs:: CEO: Umm ... yes sir.  I still need =someone to sign this. ::indicates the PADD::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: shakes his head :: Chiron: In another few days, there won't be an =Apache.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=Doc: Excellent! :; walks back to the TL :: Please call me Kylorean.
=20
=Lt_Chiron says:
=FCO: Aye sir ... I'm at your disposal now. Where should I stow my gear? =::scratches his bald, blue, head::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::watches the counselors expression as she answers::  CNS:  I know, most everyone has been taking on nearly double shift.  ::nods =and waits as she answers the CMO::... Are there any members of the crew =that you are specifically concerned about? or do you have =recommendations?
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::tries to silence CEO with a glance::  Chiron:  Indeed.  Have you been =assigned quarters while you are here, Lt.?
=20
=Host Doctor_Mruil says:
=::nods:: CSO: Okay, Kylorean ... why do people call you by =your last name?
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=CO: I had hoped we would have some respite here at the starbase. I am =particularly concerned about Lt. Asadourian, perhaps.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: throws his hands up in the air and turns his seat towards the console =in front of him putting his elbow on the console and leaning on his hand =closing his eyes momentarily ::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=OPS:  Mister Drathlai, could you assign Mister Chiron quarters on Deck 6 =and give him some security clearances?
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=Doc:: hesitates:: I’m Bajoran sir.. In the Bajoran culture the =family name precedes the first name.
=20
=Lt_Chiron says:
=::looks at the FCO:: FCO: Umm .. Commander, I think you're supposed to =do that.  SFC usually doesn't assign our quarters BEFORE we get to the =ship.
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::hesitates:: CO: Toros is a dedicated and excellent officer, but he =doesn't seem to know when to stop and regroup.
=20
=Host Doctor_Mruil says:
=CSO: oh ... umm ... I knew that. ::enters the lab following =behind the CSO::
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=::eyes the CEO dozing and wonders about beaming an ice cube down his =back::
=20
=Lt_Chiron says:
=::eyes Toros strangely out of the corner of his eye ... looks at the =ground and spots something shiny.  Bends over to pick it up::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::nods::  FCO:  Yes sir... Chiron:  ::walks to him and extends hand::  Greetings... =I am Lieutenant Junior Grade Rikus Drathlai... nice to meet you... =::smiles::  I'll escort you to your quarters...
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: daydreams of a cold place ::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=Chiron:  Indeed, Lt.  I was uncertain, having just come on duty.   At =any rate, welcome aboard.  Will you require assistance to stow your =gear?
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CNS:  Then perhaps you should watch him closely.  You have =my authorization to order longer rest periods... and do what you need to do in his case :: =remembers what happened recently in sickbay::  We do not need more =episodes of breaking under stress.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=Doc: Here we are the think tank of the Apache. Your workstation has been =set up. Let me introduce you to my junior officer Lt. Yeung
=20
=Lt_Chiron says:
=FCO: No sir ... I've got it just fine. ::examines the coin he picked up =off the deck and looks at the CEO ... slaps him on the shoulder:: CEO: =Lieutenant, is this your coin? ::shows it to him::
=20
=Host Doctor_Mruil says:
=::nods excitedly:: CSO: Yes, please do ... I'm sure if he =is your junior officer he has more than earned his position.
=20
=CNS_MacKenzie says:
=::remembers the sonic hammer incident and smiles:: CO: I may need some =assistance in that area Captain, he can be quite elusive to my =suggestions. ::smiles::
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::looks at Toros::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=SO: Mister Yeung I'd like to introduce you to Dr Mruil.
=20
=CTO_Lu says:
=::then glances at Chiron, typical flight jock::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: his elbow gives way and his face falls onto the console waking him up =abruptly as he jumps to attention and snaps out :: All: Reporting for =duty, sir!
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::rises from his chair::  CEO:  Mister Asadourian?
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CNS:  Dr. Naegle and perhaps Commander Linard would be =excellent in that department.
=20
=XO_Linard says:
=::looks to the CEO:: CEO: Perhaps some rest would be required for you =Lieutenant
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::eyes CEO oddly::  CEO: You okay, sir?
=20
=Lt_Chiron says:
=::smiles at the CEO as he falls on the deck:: Self: Think I'll just keep =it ... everyone pays their toll.
=20
=Host Doctor_Mruil says:
=<<<<<<<<<< End Mission Week 1 >>>>>>>>>>

